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Responses to the War (India)

By Santanu Das

Responses to the war in British India (comprising today’s India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and

Burma), like the war experiences of the 1 million Indians who served abroad, were neither

monolithic nor unified, but have to be nuanced to issues such as class, ethnicity, gender,

time-frame and intention, among others. Responses within the colonial homefront,

particularly across Asia and Africa, remain some of the weakest links in First World War

studies. This survey addresses the responses from the native princes and political and

educated elite in India, but also introduces fresh material to excavate the responses from the

village communities who bore the brunt. One needs to go beyond conventional archives and

methodologies if we want to recover this most silent of fronts.
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Hardinge of Penshurst (1858-1944), the Viceroy of India, declared that India also was at war, without

consulting Indian political leaders. However, in India, the news of the war was received

enthusiastically by the native princes, the political bourgeoisie and the educated middle-classes

alike, with pledges of imperial loyalty and support. There were two transnational pockets of

resistance which caused a considerable deal of imperial panic during the war years: the first was the

Ghadr party, settled mostly in North America and Canada, and the second was a dispersed group of

cosmopolitan, largely elite, political revolutionaries who came together to form the so-called Berlin

Indian Independence Committee. But the activities of each group were isolated and ultimately

unsuccessful.[1] On the actual homefront, all seemed relatively quiet during the war years, barring

sporadic food riots, occasional skirmishes and moderate nationalist demands – and anxiety and

bereavement among particular communities, particularly in the Punjab.

Before further investigating the responses to the war within the home front, it is worthwhile to briefly

note India’s war contributions. From August 1914 until December 1919, India recruited for purposes

of war 877,068 combatants and 563,369 non-combatants, making a total of 1,440,437;[2] in addition,

there were an estimated 239,561 men in the British Indian army in 1914, including both combatants

and non-combatants, and around 20,000 in the Imperial Service Corps.[3] India also made a

substantial contribution in terms of cash, animals, transport and material. Alongside manpower, the

“jewel in the British crown” contributed its vast resources even as it bled internally. These ranged

from minerals (iron, mica and manganese), military hardware and transport equipment to grains,

cotton, jute, wool and hide, to 185,000 animals, including horses, camels and mules. It also made a

direct financial commitment. The statute governing India’s relationship to Great Britain was amended

so that India could “share in the heavy financial burden”. There was a free lump sum gift of 100

million pounds to “His Majesty’s Government” as a “special contribution” by India towards expenses

of war which was partly raised through war bonds; and in the five years ending with 1918-1919, its

total net military expenditure, excluding the special contribution and costs of special services,

amounted to 121.5 million pounds.[4]

Over the last century or so, there has been a large degree of amnesia across much of India – except

in places such as the Punjab which contributed more than half the number of combatants – about the

country’s role in the conflict. The Indian soldiers were fighting for the British Empire at the time of the

first nationalist stirrings and thus fell on the wrong side of history in post-independence India. There

has, however, been sporadic scholarly interest in India’s role in the war. In recent years, there has

been a fresh swell of interest in India and the war, and the performances and experiences of the India

troops, particularly in Europe, are being reassessed.[5]

Less attention has been paid to the social and cultural responses to the war within India. However,

some of the contemporary accounts are illuminating, even if they provide an imperial perspective.

State of Research and Source Material
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These include the compendious All About the War: India Review War Book (1915) by G. A. Natesan

(1873-1948), the anonymous India and the War (1915), and Punjab and the War (1922) by M. S.

Leigh, with plenty of extracts about the various debates regarding India’s war participation. However,

these works inevitably provide us with the responses of the elite and the educated. There has been

some interest in recent years in the processes of recruitment, as in the excellent work by scholars

such as Tan Tai Yong and David Omissi. But we are still a long way from gauging the responses of

the various village communities in the Punjab, Central India or the North West Frontier province from

where most of the soldiers were recruited, in accordance with the theory of the “martial races”.

Eurocentrism or elitism is, however, only part of the problem. Most of the soldiers came from non- or

semi-literate backgrounds; the literacy rates in the Punjab at the time was only 5 percent. We do not

have anything like the diaries or journals or poems by women and civilians which help to chart the

responses on the European home front. But amnesia does not mean absence. There is often a

powerful but subterranean vein of memory; one needs to go beyond conventional sources such as

archival documents, diaries and letters, and delve into alternative sources such as war artifacts, oral

narratives and songs which help us to recover this silent front. In the last couple of years, fresh

material has been unearthed, including poems, qissas (stories) and folksongs which help us to

capture some of these lost voices; moreover, archival records of recruitment at the district levels

give us better insights into the social processes of mobilization in many of these places.

In August 1914, when the King-Emperor sent a message to the “Princes and People of My Indian

Empire”, the responses from the feudal princes were extremely enthusiastic.[6] They still ruled

around one-third of India with varying alliances and partnerships with the British Raj. They made vast

offers of money, troops, labourers, hospital ships, ambulances, motorcars, flotillas, horses, food and

clothes. The Imperial Service troops of all the twenty-seven states in India were placed at the

disposal of the Viceroy. Sir Pertab Singh (1845-1922), Regent of Jodhpur and a favourite of Victoria,

Queen of England (1819-1901), threatened to go on a hunger-strike if he were not allowed to go and

fight. Kapurthala was one of the first states to pledge its resources while the Maharajah of Bikanir,

offering 25,000 men, noted: “I and my troops are ready to go at once to any place either in Europe or

in India or wherever”.[7] Indeed, the native princes vied with each other to serve at the front, and on 9

September 1914, when the names of those selected by the Viceroy for service in Europe – the

chiefs of Bikanir, Patiala, Coochbehar, Jodhpur, Rutlam and Kishengarh, among others – were

announced, it caused a sensation in the House of Commons.

Vast sums of money flowed in from native princes according to their wealth, from a contribution of

Rs 50 lakhs from the Maharajah of Mysore to Rs 5 lakhs from the Maharajah Gaekwar of Baroda

(1863-1939) for the purchase of aeroplanes for the Royal Flying Corps.[8] There were also interest-

free loans such as the offer of Rs 50 lakhs from Gwalior. In addition to cash contributions, there were

specific gift items, from clothes, food grains and objects of daily use such as lotas (brass drinking-

Responses from the Native Princes
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vessels) to religious items: the Begum of Bhopal sent 500 copies of the Koran and 1,487 copies of

religious tracts for the Muslim soldiers. The Maharajah of Patiala similarly sent Romals (covers

spread on the Granth) and Chanani to the Sikh prisoners in Germany.[9] He also offered a flotilla of

motorcars for use in Mesopotamia.[10] The munificence of the princes was duplicated by smaller

landowners and chieftains: the Thakur of Bagli thus contributed Rs 4000 for the comforts of the

Indian troops in East Africa, Mesopotamia and Egypt: “Socks, shirts, mufflers, waistcoats, cardigan

jackets...tobacco, cigarettes, chocolates”.[11]

Different motives were fused and confused in these extravagant offers. Many of these princes had

long family traditions of imperial alliances, as in the following speech by the Nizam of Hyderabad:

In 1887, my revered father offered to Her Imperial Majesty, Queen Victoria, the sum of
Rs 60 lakhs when danger merely threatened the borders of the Indian empire. I should
be untrue alike to the promptings of my own heart and to the traditions of my house if I

offered less to His Imperial Majesty, King George V, in this just and momentous war.[12]

Some of the princes, such as Sir Pertab Singh and Maharaja Ganga Singh of Bikaner (1880-1943),

had served in the imperial wars in China in 1900; some had received honours during the Coronation

Durbar in 1911, such as the title of “Major-General” conferred on Maharajadhiraj Madho Singh of

Jaipur. Above all, dependent for their continued existence on the British Raj, these native princes

seized upon the war as an opportunity to demonstrate their loyalty. Consider the following speech

delivered by the Prince of Alwar in January 1917 at a Princes’ banquet held in the honour of the

Maharajah of Bikaner: “We desire to prove by deeds that we appreciate the recognition of our rights

and privileges which has been the touchstone of the policy of British rules in India. ... When such

constitutional changes take place, it is not possible to think that the destinies of our one-third India

are likely to be ignored.”[13]

Turkey’s entrance into the war on 28 October 1914 caused fresh panic: will the Indian Muslims

continue to serve under the British and fight their religious brethren? On 14 November 1914, in

Constantinople, the Sheikh-ul-Islam declared a holy religious war against the Western nations

including Britain, France and Russia. As Hew Strachan observes, “This was a call to revolution

which had, it seemed, the potential to set all Asia and much of Africa ablaze”.[14] The Muslim rulers

were called upon to reassure their subjects and keep their morale high. Thus, at the Delhi War

Conference in April 1918, the Begum of Bhopal (1858-1930) noted:

Is it not a matter for regret then that Turkey should … join hands with the enemies of our
British Government? All gentlemen like you have read, I suppose, in the papers, how the

British Government is now, as ever, having Mohamedan interests at heart. ...India will
leave nothing undone to justify the confidence, the love, the sympathy with which the

King-Emperor has always honoured us. The need of the Empire is undoubtedly India’s
opportunity ... Now that the war has entered upon a more intense phase we assure you
that it will never be said that in this supreme crisis India when weighed in the balance

was found wanting.[15]
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Echoing the Begum’s exhortations, we have similar appeals from the Nizam of Hyderbad (1886-

1967), the Nawab of Palanpur as well as the Aga Khan (1877-1957), telling their subjects that “at this

critical juncture it is the bounden duty of the Mohammedans of India to adhere firmly to their old and

tried loyalty to the British Government”.[16]

The First World War brings out within the Indian political bourgeoisie a strange conjunction of

imperialist zeal and nationalist aspirations that defy the neat retrospective political narratives of either

imperialism or nationalism. Instead, these responses testify to a complex “structure of feeling”,

showing that in colonial India during the war, the two were not always as water-tight or antithetical as

we believe them to have been. If the news of the outbreak of the war was greeted in India with a

widespread rhetoric of loyalty and support for the empire, the years 1914-1918 also saw a

burgeoning sense of nationalism. During the war years, there was a more concerted movement for

self-rule in India than ever before, as leaders such as Annie Besant (1847-1933) and Gangadhar

Tilak (1856-1920) launched the Home Rule League in 1916 and used India’s war contributions to

demand self-government within the empire.[17]

On 12 August 1914 Dadabhai Naoroji (1825-1917), one of the founding figures of the Indian National

Congress, describing himself as “more of a critic than a simple praiser of the British Rule in India”

noted: “the vast mass of humanity of India will have but one desire in his heart viz., to support … the

British people in their glorious struggle for justice, liberty, honour”.[18] The Indian National Congress

of 1914, dominated by political moderates such as Bhupendranath Basu (1859-1924) and

Surendranath Banerjee (1848-1925), who believed in the gradual attainment of self-government by

evolution rather than by revolution, pledged their whole-hearted support to the Allies.[19] Different

political parties and communities such as the All India Muslim League, Madras Provincial Congress,

Hindus of Punjab and the Parsee community of Bombay concurred. Fund-raising was organised and

meetings were held in cities such as Calcutta, Bombay, Lahore and Allahabad. Pamphlets were

produced pledging support, one typical title (1915) being: “Why India is Heart and Soul with

Britain.”[20] Addressing a big gathering in Madras, Dr. Subramania Iyer (1842-1924) claimed that to

be allowed to serve as volunteers is an “honor superior to that of a seat in the Executive Council and

even in the Council of the Secretary of State”.[21]

The strategic calculation between war service and demand for greater political autonomy is most

evident in the wartime writings of the Irish theosophist Annie Besant, who joined the National

Congress in 1914 and would be its guiding spirit for the next three years.[22] Besant passionately

championed India’s demand for self-government, or “Home Rule”, not as a completely autonomous

country but rather as a “Free nation in the Federated Empire”.[23] To Besant, the war was the ideal

opportunity for India to demonstrate its loyalty and support to the empire, and thus earn the right of

self-government. In her article, “India’s Loyalty and England’s Duty”, she states:

The political bourgeoisie and educated classes
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When the war is over and we cannot doubt that the King-Emperor will, as reward for her
[India’s] glorious defence of the Empire, pin upon her breast the jewelled medal of Self-
Government within the Empire. It will be, in a sense, a real Victoria Cross, for the great
Empress would see in it the fulfilment of her promise in 1858, and the legend inscribed

on it would be ‘for valour’.[24]

Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) however demurred. In his autobiography, he notes: “I thought that

England’s need should not be turned into our opportunity, and that it was more becoming and far-

sighted not to press our demands while the war lasted.”[25]

Gandhi, who was raising an Ambulance Corps in London in 1914, threw himself whole-heartedly into

the recruitment drive on his return to India in 1915. He argued that “we should send our men to

France and Mesopotamia. We are not entitled to demand Swaraj [self-rule] till we come forward to

enlist in the army”. For this most celebrated prophet of non-violence, the war strangely was not just

caught up in the future bid for political freedom, but also in complex discourses of martial masculinity.

He opined: “Here we have an invaluable opportunity for getting back the capacity to fight which we

have lost and we should not miss the supreme opportunity which India has of supplying half a million

men.”[26] Later however, Gandhi would completely reverse his stance, and ask Indians not to join the

British army. But in 1914, even Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) – who had won the Nobel Prize in

1913 and would later decry the war in his powerful lectures on Nationalism in Japan and the US –

was tempted to publish verses supporting the war in The Times:

Now I stand before thee – help me don my armour!

Let hard blows of trouble strike fire into my life.

Let my heart beat in pain – beating the drum of victory.[27]

The First World War caught the Indian educated middle-class psyche at a fragile point between a

residual loyalty to the empire and a restless nationalist consciousness – very different from the

country’s position during the Second World War. Fund-raising was organised, meetings were held in

cities such as Calcutta, Bombay, and Lahore, special prayers were offered in mosques; it was said

that even Goddess Kali has been enlisted for the Allied cause! A literary war journal, The Indian Ink,

was produced and a recruitment play, Bangali Polton, was written and staged in Calcutta. For many

Indians, imperial war service curiously became a way of salvaging national and regional prestige,

something revealed in the wartime speeches and writings of another much younger woman

nationalist: Sarojini Naidu (1879-1949). Actively involved in the war efforts through the Lyceaum Club

in London, she then returned to India and made the following appeal at the Madras Provincial

conference in 1918:

It is, in my opinion, imperative that India should give the flower of her manhood without
making any condition whatsoever, since Indians were not a nation of shop-keepers and
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their religion was a religion of self-sacrifice… Let young Indians who are ready to die for
India and to wipe from her brow the brand of slavery rush to join the standing army or to
be more correct, India’s citizen army composed of cultured young men, of young men of
traditions and ideals, men who burnt with the shame of slavery in their hearts, will prove

a true redeemer of Indian people.[28]

The smarting phrase “nation of shopkeepers” leaps out of the page and reveals why this nationalist,

whose aim was to “hold together the divided edges of Mother India’s cloak of patriotism”, would

support India’s war service. Being constantly made to feel small before the “superior” civilisation of

the West and still smarting under the perceived “blemish” of the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857, the majority

of the Indians saw the First World War as an opportunity to set aright the racial slur and prove at

once their courage and loyalty.

Indeed, India’s massive war contribution no doubt contributed to Edwin Montagu’s (1879-1924)

declaration in 1917 that “the progressive realization of responsible self-government” would be the aim

of British rule in India. Yet, as the war ended, promises were broken. The Rowlatt Act of 1919 carried

wartime ordinances into peacetime legislation – giving powers to the British to imprison Indians

without trial – and infuriated people. Gandhi condemned the “black” act passed by a “satanic”

government.[29] A watershed moment was the Jallianwallah Bagh massacre on 13 April 1919 at

Amritsar in Punjab. The post-war years saw Gandhi’s rise to power in nationalistic politics. The

relations between the First World War and the Indian independence movement are complex and

vital, and it is not possible to draw a direct, linear trajectory between the two. But the war did bolster

the confidence and political awareness of many of the troops and gave a fillip to the nationalistic

movement. As a Punjabi veteran of the First World War noted in 1972, “when we saw various

peoples and got their views, we started protesting against the inequalities and disparities which the

British had created between the white and the black”.[30]

But what do we know about the responses of the rural communities from where the men actually

enlisted and went to fight? Almost half of them, including 349,688 combatants and 97,288 non-

combatants, came from the Punjab; in districts such as Jhelum and Rwalpindi, 40 percent of all

males of military age enlisted. By 1917, the recruitment base had been broadened.[31] By the end of

the war, Punjab provided 370,609 combatant recruits, including 190,078 Muslims, 97,016 Sikhs and

83,515 Hindus.[32] The non-combatant labourers, often termed “followers” – mule-drivers, langri

(cook), bhisti (water-carrier), mochis (saddler), dhobis (washermen), and barbers – came from a

different recruitment base.[33]

While we have the recruitment statistics, often at a district level, we hitherto have had almost no

testimonies of how the men and the women from the remote rural villages in the Punjab or North

West Frontier Province actually responded: was it the roar of battle conveyed through the drums of

the recruiters and the sepoys’ letters, or just a whisper in the fields amidst the scorching sun? To

Subaltern Responses
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reconstruct their responses or emotions involves reading colonial posters and documents against

and along the grain. However, in the last couple of years, some fresh material, including articles

published in local newspapers and journals such as the Jat Gazette, wartime verses and folksongs,

as well as some war medals and stone plaques found in local schools (constructed with the money

sent home by the soldiers) have been unearthed. These help us to gauge some of the emotional

responses.

Recruiting was often done on an informal basis. NCOs, sepoys, local recruiters and zaildars (officers

in charge of a Zail or administrative units extending over several villages) would often go to the

villages and were in turn promised medals, promotions and land-grants. A contemporary poster –

showing an empty military uniform, a rifle and a handful of coins – summed up the threefold attraction

of uniform, money and masculinity that often led men to enlist. Financial motive, family and

community traditions, social pressures, a desire for adventure and occasional coercion by the

colonial state seem to be combined.

Given that the majority of the potential recruits were non-literate, the recruitment campaign used oral

modes of transmission. Some of these songs and verses help us to reconstruct – though to a

tantalisingly incomplete degree – the emotional climate of the time. For example, in the Karnal district

of the Punjab, singers were commissioned to compose recruitment songs which were performed in

the evenings, often on popular village occasions; after such performances, young men were asked

to line up and enlist.[34] In Punjab a series of recruitment meetings were held in villages such as

Rohtak, Jhajjar, Sanghi, Becchedi and Rohana. A contemporary report, published in the Jat Gazette

(in Urdu) helps us to reconstruct some of the atmosphere:

25th December, 1917: A recruitment drive was held at Rithal (Tehsil: Gohana) which
was attended not only by government officials but also Nambardars [heads], Zaildars,

Safed-Posh, chair-holders [kursi-nasheen] and land-owners [zamindars]:

Molad Singh, hermit, (Village- Rewada) played and sang a folk song that

narrated a tale of war.

Bhagwan Das (teacher) encouraged the recruits to enlist for the war through a

hymn.

Officers too encouraged people to enlist in the army

People contributed the following for the wounded and other soldiers:

1. Chaudhari Sriram, Zaildar, ThaskaTobacco – 38 packets
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2. Chaudhari Deshram, Rithal“ – 4 packets

3. Captain Gugan Singh Bahadur“ – 1 seers

4. Chaudhari Giriraj Singh, Aanwali“ – 4 seers

5. Chaudhari Shiv Singh, Zaildar, Balyaali“ – 4 packets

6. Chaudhari Mohanlal, Safedposh, Bhawal Kala“– 4 packets

7. Ramji Lal, Nambardar[Head], Rithal “ – 1 seers

8. Saalik, Head, Rewara“ – 5 seers

9. Chaudhari Rahmatullah, Nambardar[Head], Kasani “ – 16 packets

10. Kalwa, Head, Rewara“ – 5 seers

11. Kude Singh , Jasrana“ – ½ seer of pickle

Twenty others too contributed tobacco in varied amounts. [35]

Such reports are often the closest we come to understanding such processes. In addition to

traditional war songs, fresh recruitment songs were commissioned, composed and sung, like the

following one:

Here you get old shoes, there you’ll get full boots, get enlisted…

Here you get torn rags, there you’ll get suits, get enlisted…

Here you get dry bread, there you’ll get biscuits, get enlisted…

Here you’ll have to struggle, there you’ll get salutes, get enlisted…[36]

What is striking is the absence of any appeal to imperial loyalty or the so-called, oft-quoted izzat

(honour or prestige):[37] like the war poster discussed earlier, what we have is a direct appeal to food,

money and clothes, revealing the priorities of the potential recruit.

At the same time, inevitably, there was an alternative tradition of verses and songs, partly formed in

reaction against men being called away to war, never to return. In some of the poems there was not

just lament and mourning but also a powerful critique of the war:

Holi brought youth in the old age, Mr. Seth is playing holi with Mrs. Seth

Why should the nephew not be shocked, seeing Uncle play holi with Aunty!
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Springs of blood are flowing in Europe, in what new colours have arrived the old

Holi.

OR

Germany has been going on with its ‘chaaein chaeein’ for four years, crows are

teasing lions with kaeein kaeein

We are facing inflation in the market where trading is slow, such wind is blowing from the
West with ‘saaein saaein’[38]

During the war years, India’s defence expenditure was increased by some 300 percent, and

currency circulation rose from Rs 660 million in 1914 to Rs 1530 in 1919.[39] There was wide-spread

inflation and prices of essential commodities – cloth, kerosene oil and food grain – shot up.

In 1917, a quota system was introduced by which each province had to provide a minimum number

of combatants, and in some areas, a system of “compulsory voluntary” recruitment was introduced.

Occasionally coercion was used, as in Multan. And this system was not just restricted to

combatants. In 1917, the Indian government agreed to provide 50,000 labourers for France,

organised into units of 500, which made up the 21st to 85th Indian Labour Companies. The

recruitment for the Indian Labour Corps was done so aggressively that it sparked an uprising in the

Kuki-Chin tracts in the Assam-Burma border and in Mayurbhanj, Orissa.[40] Aggressive recruitment

also led to some resistance – from wives, mothers and daughters. Women would sometimes trail

their freshly recruited men for miles, trying to win them back; in the play Bengal Platoon, the mother

of a new recruit curses the “red-faced monkeys” – i.e. the British recruiter – for stealing her son.

Interestingly, what survives about the war in the cultural-aural memory of the Punjab comes from

women who often wove their protest and despair into songs:

My husband, and his two brothers

All have gone to laam. [l’arme]

Hearing the news of the war

Leaves of trees got burnt.
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Without you I feel lonely here.

Come and take me away to Basra.

I will spin the wheel the whole night.

…

War destroys towns and ports, it destroys huts

I shed tears, come and speak to me

All birds, all smiles have vanished

And the boats sunk

Graves devour our flesh and blood.[41]

According to the British Punjabi poet Amarjit Chandan, who has excavated many of these songs,

“They [the women] hate war and the warmongers, whether the British or the Germans. ... There is

nowhere any hint of martyrdom in these songs. They knew their men were mercenaries and not

fighters in the Sikh or Rajput or jihadi tradition.”[42] In 2007, I interviewed in Kolkata the Punjabi

novelist Mohan Kahlon who mentioned how his two uncles – peasant-warriors from Punjab –

perished in Mesopotamia, and his grandmother became deranged with grief; in the village, their

house came to be branded as “garod” (the asylum).[43] War trauma here spilled into the furthest

reaches of the empire.

Like the war experience of the more than 1 million troops who served abroad, there was no

monolithic or uniform response to the war within India: it has to be nuanced to other factors such as

class, caste, region, district and gender, among others. Responses also sharply differed over the

Conclusion
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course of the four years. While responses to the war on the non-white colonial homefront remain

some of the most understudied and least understood areas of First World War studies, there is a

fresh swell of interest in recent years to mobilize a greater number of sources – from objects,

artefacts, medals and letters, to district reports, wartime plaques and songs – to understand more

fully such responses. Efforts are being made by the United Services Institution, a military research

think-tank at New Delhi, to gather such reports, which are held in various places, including Great

Britain and Pakistan.[44] Hopefully, one of the more enduring outcomes of the focus on the war during

its four centennial years would be a greater understanding of this area.

Santanu Das, King's College London[45]
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